
Precision 

Rifle Training 

Law Enforcement-Advanced Sniper/F.O. Course  

WHAT: 4 Day/40 Hour Course -Law Enforcement Advanced Sniper /F.O.-Biased toward Urban deployment. 

INSTRUCTORS:  Terry Cross—      - **This course is limited to 6 slots** 

WHEN:  November 10th—13th, 2020     
               This is a Tuesday – Friday Course scheduled to allow Monday as travel day for students. 
 
WHERE:  ALTUS Shooting Complex -  Baker, FL        *Lodging Included*       https://www.altusshooting.com 

   Air Conditioned Classroom, Wi-Fi, Pro Shop, Ice and Bathrooms.     35 minutes from Crestview, FL. 

 
Building Rifle Drivers  
 One Shot at a Time.    www.1MilRt.com 

Course Description 

Course curriculum is comprehensive and the tasks of each day are paced at a high tempo.  Individual skill 

assessments are made at the beginning and end of this course.  Continuous feedback and information is 

given to the student so that you have something tangible to document your progress. 

Due to the nature of this course, very little time is spent in the classroom. Range time is balanced to insure 

that each student builds to and meets or exceeds performance goals set for this class level.  Each skill set is 

built upon fundamentals logically layered through each stage of this class. 

Full spectrum of weapon use from 10 yards to 950 yards will be covered.  

Emphasis will be on: 

* Non-traditional shooting positions.         *  Rapid deployment and setup.         * Obstacle Avoidance 

*  Setup and executing from irregular surfaces, vehicles and roof tops.        *Position sustainment. 

*  6 + hours of range time will be low-light/no-light with NV.  This will be split into two nights. 

                                                                                                                                **CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 

Hosted at 



1405 Frank Andrews Blvd.—Suite B 

Alexandria, LA  71303 

Phone: 318-528-8834 

Email: Terry@1MilRt.com 

1 Mil Right LLC.— Precision Rifle Training 

Building Rifle Drivers One Shot at a Time. . . . .  

Course Description continued from page 1 
 

*  Multiple target engagements.                    *  Moving target engagements 80 yards to 220 yds every day. 

*  Partial targets behind cover.            * Angle shots through glass.         *Elevated position considerations. 

*  Overwatch—Priority targets blended into mix of hostage targets.            *Blocks of tripod work everyday. 

 * Training portion of this course concludes with re-shoot of the JP Sniper Proficiency Course.    

*  Crisis marksmanship fundamentals .                      **Many other topics worked and discussed. 

I ensure a professional and hands on environment.    Emphasis is placed on continuous communication be-

tween Instructor and Student.   As such, each Student is treated with respect as allowed within our ability to 

offer a safe training environment for all parties.   

Favorable student to instructor ratios will be maintained.  Because of the P.O.I. and tempo, 1 Mil Right is 

limiting the number of available slots to 6 for this course.   

If needed, we will schedule a 2nd course date later in the quarter to accommodate additional demand. 

My goal is to improve your skills by challenging you and pushing you away from your comfort zone.   There 

are many variables in every observation and shooting scenario that you are not in control of.  We will put 

you in more control to increase your chance of mission success. 

1 Mil Right will build your confidence, increase your imagination and enhance your ability to adapt so that 

you can place your shot on demand.   

 PREREQUISITES :  Minimum of Basic Sniper Certification is required.   

Students MUST know their gear and be familiar with Mil and/or MOA adjustments and terminology.  Stu-

dents MUST be comfortable and familiar with all kit while under stress and no light/ low light.   

                                Must provide current L.E. Credentials or U.S.Military Credentials. 

TUITION for complete 4 day class:  - - -  $900.00/student.* 

          *ALTUS Shooting Solutions has agreed to include access to their cabin as  

             part of the tuition package price.  This allows excellent lodging 8 minutes from  

             the range complex.  


